Lack of content overlap and essential dimensions - A review of measures used for post-stroke fatigue.
Post-stroke fatigue (PSF) is a highly prevalent and disabling condition. A major obstacle in PSF research is the lack of consensus on how to assess and diagnose fatigue after stroke. A wide variety of patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) are currently being used, none of which are developed specifically for stroke patients. The objectives of this study are to evaluate content validity in individual fatigue PROMs, and to identify similarities and differences through cross-comparison of PROMs. We used a novel mixed-methods approach to evaluate content validity in fatigue PROMs. First, we performed a qualitative content analysis of items in eleven fatigue PROMs used in stroke populations, and then we used descriptive statistics and a similarity coefficient to investigate similarities and differences across instruments. The analysis of 156 items in eleven PROMs revealed 83 different items each representing a distinct attribute of fatigue. The results show that currently used fatigue PROMs omit important PSF-specific items, do not take into account the multidimensional nature of PSF and lack content overlap. The wide variety of items and lack of overlap between fatigue PROMs illuminates the need for researchers to report why a specific PROM was used. PROMs that capture the specific experiences of patients with PSF are also needed to advance research on PSF and its etiology and treatment.